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Abstract: Using a social studies course with an interdisciplinary approach and organizing the program in conjunction with this circumstance means that the social studies curriculum can find its place in the real world because interdisciplinary nature enhances its value. The definition of the National Council on Social Studies in the United States in 1992 is also important in emphasizing how comprehensive this course is. According to this definition, social studies collaborate with different sciences such as anthropology, archeology, history, geography, law, economics, philosophy, political science, religion, psychology, and sociology. In addition to citizenship rights and responsibilities, the topics that include human rights, in general, are covered in the social studies course. In this light, social studies can be viewed as a course in which citizenship rights and obligations are taught to raise individuals who are responsive to human rights. In this context, the four main values, feeling valuable, equality, democratic education, and a culture of coexistence, that can be offered within the framework of citizenship and human rights in social studies courses are discussed below.
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People are Valuable

Social and global justice is easier to achieve in a world where human beings are treated as individuals, and their rights are respected accordingly. To value a person not as superior or inferior to others because of his color, language, or race is to value him/her as a human being. The value of people must be instilled in children at an early age in educational institutions. Individual and social harmony can be achieved by raising awareness of the importance of human beings in the face of social and individual developments among those who have progressed from primary education to secondary education and then to higher education (Yigit, 2018). Indeed, it would not be incorrect to claim that human nature has good and bad qualities from birth that are later channeled for better or worse by the world where the person lives and the education he/she receives. One of the main objectives of education is to reveal valuable and positive aspects in human beings (Ergün, 1993). The National Education Association in 1938 proclaimed that the safety of democracy will not be ensured just by universalizing education. The task isn't as simple as that. The dictatorships have universal education and use it to keep democratic ideologies and institutions from spreading. Schools had to explicitly concentrate on teaching democratic principles and behaviors, which can not be expected by simply reading and math proficiency (Rothstein & Jacobsen, 2006).

Social studies has the potential to teach students that people should be valued for being human beings and need to be carefully considered. Unfortunately, these two lessons are often
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ignored and not given the necessary attention. Paying attention to the preparation of teachers who will provide these courses to address the situation is important. The presence of teachers who believe that social studies or civics and democracy education courses are effective in creating a healthy society will naturally mean younger generations who are raised in line with the same consciousness (Arslan & Yigit, 2016). In this sense, teachers expected to;

- Be role models;
- Create a common social texture in the classroom environment;
- Be responsible to each student and contribute to their development;
- Encourage students to learn values;
- Allow students to make decisions;
- Encourage students to work together; and
- Create discussion environments (Tyree, 1997)

Values and social studies education play a critical role in instilling in future generations that human beings are equal and all people should be treated following this idea. To say that a person is important implies that he/she should be valued for all of the qualities that he possesses. In this respect, primary school students must effectively learn tolerance in a society containing different cultures (Yiğit & Kesmeci, 2015).

It is natural to have certain expectations from a morally developed and mature individual. Social studies and citizenship and democracy course also play a key role in raising individuals who can meet these expectations. What these expectations are is a matter of debate. It has been constantly discussed whether the values to be taught in school are the family, authority, or other sources (Bailey, 2000). However, in general, the expected values can be summarized as below (Martorella, 1998).

a) All individuals' values and rights must be respected

The main thing to remember here is that people do not believe they have unrestricted rights. The expression “one's freedom ends where someone else's freedom starts” is frequently explained as a general rule in democratic societies but sadly does not occur when applied most of the time. Because social studies are more of a course taken by students who are in the period of both moral, physical, and spiritual development, it will be easier for these views to mature and gain acceptance when students are given the awareness that the values and rights of others should be respected (Pieper & Thomson, 2014). Cultural and value differences is not only to be respected in educational environments. They are also important to get realized in all areas of life. As an example, management area is one of those where respecting core human values and local traditions are important for managers establish codes of conduct for globally ethical business practice (Donaldson, 2016). On the other hand, establishing a consciousness about human rights and values might sometimes be difficult especially in so-called democratic societies (Ogurlu & Avincan, 2020). Human rights theories inherently grant rights to all humankind universally however (Jones, 2018), granting it philosophically might make a difference compared to the situations where the rights are granted politically.
b) Avoid fraud

One of the most common practices in all cultures that we might term a "common crime" is defrauding or deceiving others in various ways. In societies where such despicable crimes are committed, from the smallest unit to the largest one, all segments of society are negatively affected, and unpleasant situations arise. It is important to instill in individuals who are still in the developmental stage that preventing fraud is a general moral value. In this regard, educational institutions play an important role. It is essential for teachers to play a positive role in this sense, show sample scenarios showing how fraud or similar ordinary crimes are met in society, and ensure that this is also included in family and environmental life. When we realize that people who commit such minor crimes are usually excluded from society, believe that they are useless, and have no purpose, the value of increasing public awareness becomes much greater (Amin & Ahmad, 2018). It should not be forgotten that in a society where the individual feels valuable, such ordinary crimes will not be committed or will be minimized.

c) To achieve equality between individuals

In the classroom environment, when teachers or administrators in the school discriminate between students and place one above the others, the moral development of the students will be negatively affected. Teachers who treat students equally and give them an equal voice, especially in the classroom, will positively impact students’ social lives (Cin, 2017). In one study, primary school students were asked about the characteristics of an effective teacher. The children stated that an effective teacher should love children very much, be patient and tolerant and treat everyone equally (Gökçe, 2002). Another research stated that three characteristics of effective teachers were nonverbal communication, teacher self-efficacy, and servant leadership (Steele, 2010).

d) Working together with people of different opinions

Recognizing people's freedom and ideas and working together with people of different opinions is of great importance for achieving the peace of mind needed in multicultural societies. Individuals who cannot get along with each other in social life, cannot tolerate different opinions, and cannot even accept the existence of people with different characteristics, constitute the segments that cause unrest in the society to develop and grow (Banban, 2018; Yigit, 2017). How we can gain the ability to coexist with people of different backgrounds and views and do the same job together will lead us to question the content of education given in primary school. The presence of students from diverse backgrounds in educational institutions is very common due to different cultural structures. The most basic way to teach students from different cultures and social structures in the classroom to tolerate each other, get into the habit of working together and respect opposing views is through teachers with a strong background in this field (Tonbuloğlu et al., 2016). Teachers, especially in social studies and citizenship and democracy education courses, will have a positive effect on these students who will be involved in social life in the following periods if they allow the students to work together in the same group and to ensure that opposite views come together in the same group. Students at this age will make positive contributions to social life and economically over time. It is important for countries that are part of the global economy to compete with the world and to cooperate with the business world of different nations. It is necessary to gain the ability to work with people of different opinions in primary school age. Social studies courses
are essential in terms of having the potential to gain the ability to work together with people of different cultures, nationalities, religions, or races (Clark & Hooser, 2018).

e) Get rid of prejudices

To know that everyone is valuable and embrace them, we must first get rid of our prejudices. Our relationships with people will be healthier if we think that human beings are inclined to make mistakes, but that making mistakes is the result of being human and knowing that a righteous person is the one who can turn away from his mistake and act accordingly. In the opposite case, assuming that a person should not make mistakes, that a wrongdoer should not be forgiven, or that the wrongdoer should be regarded with this mistake as a reference throughout his life suggests that we are looking for perfect people in society, which is unlikely. First of all, letting individuals look at their inner world is enough to eliminate such thoughts. Knowing that no individual is truly perfect is an important step towards getting rid of prejudices. In social studies or citizenship and democracy lessons, it is of great importance for teachers to instill the idea that 'there cannot be a faultless person' to students with the help of case studies or the idea that a person should not be treated with prejudice due to the cultural structure to which he or she is born (Salter et al., 2017) because they do not have the chance to choose from which cultural and social structure to belong to.

Everyone Is Equal

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted and published by the United Nations General Assembly on 10 December 1948 has many provisions concerning equality. All articles are related to equality, but here we will directly mention the articles with the word equality.

**Article 1:** All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

**Article 7:** All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

**Article 21:** (1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives.
(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his country.
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

**Article 23:** (1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favorable conditions of work, and to protection against unemployment.
(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.
(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favorable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection.
(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.

**Article 26:** (1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance, and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children. (United Nations, 1948)

As can be seen in the above articles, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights emphasized that all human beings are equal and stated that this equality is present in all areas of life. There are rights that no one can be deprived of, especially based on citizenship (Owen, 2018).

People do not have the option of choosing their ethnicity, skin color, or family background. It is normal in societies, where democracy and a culture of respect for people are not established, to regard one as superior to the other. The role of social studies, civics, and democracy education courses in raising this consciousness cannot be ignored. The social studies course, which focuses on social issues and real-world issues, can play an important role in adopting the principle of equality in society. Working on exemplary circumstances in classrooms where students from various cultural, economic, and social backgrounds are participating will allow the problem to have a more tangible place in the minds of children. In these cases, as in all others, the instructor bears a great responsibility. Teachers who act following the principle of equality will indirectly increase the awareness of 'that should be treated this way' on children (Fine-Davis & Faas, 2014). A teacher who treats all students fairly would significantly affect students' understanding of the importance of not discriminating in public. This, in turn, would raise public consciousness of democracy (Abdi & Carr, 2012).

**Democratic Education**

In general, education is the process of creating a permanent traced behavioral change in the individual through his/her own life. It is an expression of raising people for specific purposes. Unlike the concept of teaching, it can also be viewed as improving the social processes of individuals in a broad sense. Here, the perspective of education is evaluated within the framework of democracy and the education relationship.

Democracy simply means "law of the people." The word is derived from the Greek *dnokratia*, which was coined in the middle of the 5th century BCE from *dmos* ("people") and
kratos (“rule”) to describe the political structures that existed in some Greek city-states, most notably Athens (Dahl, 2021). Based on today's living conditions and perspectives, democratic education is a form of education offered to the public and considers elements that aim to improve society and adapt to the information age (Sant, 2019).

Education is often shaped according to the life in which societies live. For example, in industrial societies, education is organized in parallel with production technology. In societies that can catch up and keep up with the information age, improvements have been made in education to raise the standards of people. In this context, the management styles, belief dimensions, and economic lives of societies are also very effective in education. When considered at the international point, the education systems of each country are different as well as the elements mentioned above.

Globalization and transformation also resulted in educational system innovations. While democracy makes the people have a say, democratic education also takes the interests and needs of the students into account (Patel, 2018). It makes them have the same say within the framework of the concept of equality. The teacher is no longer the narrator but a co-learner with students. The concept of class in education and the concept of the country in democratic education are very similar. A teacher who does not take into account the interests and needs of his students is like a governor who does not see the wishes of his people in a democratic country. Conversely, a classroom model that learns together is like the person ruling the country with its nation.

Within these structures, democratic education is a type of education that considers needs, responds to them, and produces solutions. In this context, of course, educational problems will also be encountered. The solution will again be sought in the public as required and imposed by democracy. In this respect, education should serve the individual, not the individual to education. Democratic education should determine the needs of individuals and society. Both must be in communication and interaction with each other.

Democratic education has many social, political, economic, and individual functions (Starkey, 2005). Raising self-actualized individuals will allow for the perfect performance of all of these functions. At this stage, solution processes should be given, and field experts should find answers to the problems. Otherwise, in societies where democratic education is not given, individual confidence declines, and the process of reaching a solution may take longer. Successful outcomes can be obtained if the individual is respected and made to feel valuable. Even if challenges occur along the path to success, the person who understands his value will support democratic education in all forms of solutions.

In short, democratic education should be expressed in areas of practice rather than abstract thinking. There can be many models of democratic education. Rather than producing models, the models should be presented according to the needs of individuals and society. When all of these phases are considered, an effective and viable training program can be created.

Culture of Coexistence

Today, global problems are mostly caused by differences. Differences in races, religions, lifestyles, cultures, social and political status, education, and trends are the basis for all these experiences. So, what is the point of increasing the intensity of the conflicts resulting from these differences every day? In today's world, where physical conditions and space are no longer obstacles in interpersonal relations, the necessity for coexistence is obvious, but differences between people in various parts of the world continue to be grounds for conflict (Todorov, 2010). Today, a great need exists to understand the differences of people, societies, and cultures as the
richness and learn the art of living together to make the world, which is under threat more than ever, suitable for human life and ensure universal peace. This will be possible with an education that is conscious and planned and perhaps based on intergenerational communication, oriented towards this goal.

Why do the differences that also form the basis of the clash of civilizations turn into conflict when in fact is the most naturally developing basic reality and color of life?

"The entire history of humanity, from the most primitive communities to the present day, shows that, unlike other living things, human beings do not have a uniform structure. In addition to the 'natural' features of this 'non-uniformity, such as age, gender, body structure, intelligence level, etc., it also has 'social' qualities wealth, education, reputation, lineage, etc." (Arslantürk & Amman, 2009) Regardless of their level of education, every individual is aware that there is only one planet that can be lived on. For now, this is an absolute biological reality. Again, every individual knows that it is impossible for all people to be the same in everything, believe in the same thing, live and share the same culture, and enjoy the same things. This is a sociological reality.

So why do differences turn into conflicts, despite these two absolute realities? What are the ways to rehabilitate the attitude of marginalization without reaching dangerous levels? The social studies courses have many responsibilities here.

Integration is the art of being able to work with people's differences, both individually and with institutional structures such as associations, foundations, parties, and think tanks, and at least to meet common denominators. For this, it is essential to have common feelings. It is necessary to suppress the sense of marginalization, abandon approaches such as labeling, grouping, experience, and maintain virtues such as empathy, sacrifice, sharing, and tolerance. This is undoubtedly possible with a comprehensive education on values. The most important feature of these values is that they are the common denominator of every thought and belief group. This is a crucial point that gives humankind hope.

Communication, which is one of the inevitable elements of coexistence, is an indispensable element of social life, with or without differences between individuals, and the history of communication is thought to be as old as human history. In today's world, where communication opportunities and effectiveness are very good, there are opportunities to consider differences as social wealth without turning them into conflicts. In particular, "the impossibility of returning societies around the world to a completely isolated and unaffected model" (Berkay, 2002, p. 56) brings us closer to the fact that we have to learn to live together.

Modern societies and enlightened individuals should not impose their differences on the other but be aware of the differences, accept it as it is, and express itself by communicating based on common values that can be reconciled. In such an atmosphere, it may be easier to show their wealth to the other side, as well as the opportunity to contribute more to the establishment of a universal peaceful and tranquil environment (Savage & Armstrong, 2007).

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper analyzed citizenship and human rights education within the scope of values education. In addition to citizenship rights and obligations, subjects such as human rights in general and values to be offered in the social studies curriculum are discussed in the paper. Four main values that can be offered within the citizenship and human rights framework in the social studies course are discussed in this study.

Feeling valuable, equality, democratic education, and a culture of coexistence are the values that should be given as a part of values education in school environments. Studies have discussed
the importance of having the sense of being valuable (Yigit, 2018), providing democratic education to all individuals regardless of their identities, beliefs, or nationalities (Rothstein & Jacobsen, 2006), respecting others’ values and rights respected (Pieper & Thomson, 2014), and treating individuals equally to make positive impacts on them (Cin, 2017). Analyzing the result of this study and those mentioned above together, in education environments, treating individuals to help them feel valuable and important should be an important aspect of education.

Equality, democratic education, and the culture of coexistence are the values that should not be ignored, in especially primary schools where students have the chance of understanding and internalizing the importance of those values. This study reveals that considering the needs of students of those ages is important in creating a democratic society. This finding is in line with the literature (Patel, 2018), stating that taking the interests and needs of students into account is key for democratic education.

The social studies course is closely related to social issues. To see these lessons as separate from society’s reality and teach them while ignoring the needs of society means that the lessons are no longer in their proper place. Therefore, giving the basic values that have been briefly touched on above to raise active and effective citizens in the social studies course will mean having a healthier social structure in the future. The upbringing of generations who know their responsibility as citizens, who are aware of where their rights begin and end, will provide us with inner peace and offer societies the opportunity to compete with so-called socially and economically strong societies globally. Otherwise, it will be inevitable that people will be a passive, even other-driven society that is introverted, unable to face their problems or solve these problems, and therefore cannot compete with global powers. This situation is not specific to a nation but valid for all countries and people around the world.

Research shows that there are age and gender differences in human values (Vilar et al., 2020). It states that women were often higher in social and central purposes and men had higher personal objectives. This should tell the policymakers and educational authorities that values and priorities differ even among the same groups. Treating individuals in this way and accepting the differences as personal characteristics will help policies to reach their goals in creating the consciousness equality and justice in societies embracing different cultures.
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